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chapter 2

Modeling Language Change with Constructional
Networks

Elizabeth Closs Traugott*

1 Introduction

A constructionalist approach to the study of grammar envisions a grammar as
an account of:

the network of constructions [that] captures our grammatical knowledge
of language in toto.

Goldberg 2006: 18, italics original

A different approach is:

we suggest that all the attested uses constitute a network of expressions
with similar or overlapping functions and/or formal features, and that
capturing the details of that network is the ultimate goal in making ade-
quate generalizations about the speakers’ knowledge.

Fried and Östman 2005: 1771

“Grammatical knowledge in toto” and “all the attested uses” are not equiva-
lent. The first refers to abstract, entrenched and “internal” linguistic knowl-
edge about form-meaning pairs that is instantiated in use. The second refers
to external evidence for that kind of knowledge. While Goldberg focuses on
psychological underpinnings of linguistic knowledge, Fried (2015: 140) draws
attention to “the interconnectedness of the internal structure of a particular
linguistic form and its constructional surroundings in specific types of usage
events”; these surroundings include cultural norms of interaction. Therefore
the models of “generalizations about the speaker’s knowledge” concern par-
tially different aspects of that knowledge.

* Many thanks to Bruce Fraser, Meng Qingnan, GraemeTrousdale and an anonymous reviewer
for insightful comments on an earlier draft.
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18 traugott

In this paper I explorewhich of the available constructional networkmodels
might bemost useful for historical research, and by extension synchronic work
aswell, using the development of the discoursemarker after all as a case study.1
What is needed is a model that accounts for the fact that networks come into
being, grow, and come to be reorganized (Colleman 2011, Traugott and Trous-
dale 2013, Van deVelde 2014, Torrent 2015). I will argue that this model needs to
combine several approaches to networks.
The organization is as follows. In section 2 I introduce three network mod-

els that have been proposed in the construction grammar literature. These are
known as “vertical”, “horizontal”, and “multidimensional” models. I also sug-
gest that networks can be thought of as contexts for change. Section 3 pro-
vides some background information, specifically the data and methodology,
andwell-knowncautions thatneed tobeheededwhendoinghistoricalwork. In
section 4 I present the development of the discourse marker after all in British
and American English as an example of the development of a multifunctional
construction. Section 5 interprets this development from the perspective of all
three network models, and section 6 concludes.

2 Three NetworkModels

In this section I introduce threenetworkmodels, twoof themshowing relation-
ships internal to schemas (“vertical” and “horizontal” networks, sections 2.1 and
2.2), and a third that shows relationships with other, “external”, schemas (“mul-
tidimensional” networks, section 2.3). Finally, I discuss work on contexts for
change, including networks (section 2.4).

2.1 “Vertical” Inheritance Networks
Goldberg’s type of network is a taxonomy of learned knowledge that consists
of form-meaning ([F - M]) pairings (signs) (see e.g. Goldberg 1995, 2003, 2006).
From a “bottom-up” perspective this network has at least two levels:

i) “Substantive” micro-construction types: [F - M] pairs, such as give some-
one something, anyway, happiness, with “rich semantic/pragmatic and

1 In some varieties of construction grammar, e.g. Sign-Based Construction Grammar (see Boas
and Sag 2012) constructions are defined restrictively as phrasal configurations (Michaelis
Forthcoming). On this interpretation, discourse marker uses of the “chunked” and univer-
bated expression after allwould not be included.
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modeling language change with constructional networks 19

figure 2.1 Minimal architectural representation of an inheritance
hierarchy

complex formal constraints” (Goldberg 2006: 5) on their internal pat-
terns and external distributions. These are construction types, abstrac-
tions away from token utterances, which are known as “constructs”.

ii) Abstract sets of these pairs that generalize over several members. These
are schemas that may have subschemas, e.g. the ditransitive schema
[SUBJ V OBJ1 OBJ2] has several subschemas including [X causes Y to re-
ceive Z], [X causes Y not to receive Z], [X intends to cause Y to receive
Z]. Examples of verbs associated each of these are give, refuse, bake,
respectively (Goldberg 1995: 75). There may be several levels of schemas,
dependingon thedegreeof abstractionproposedby the linguist. Schemas
and subschemashave slotswith variables, e.g. X, Y, Z.Members of schemas
are “licensed” in the sense that they are possibilities allowed by the sche-
ma.

This vertical kind of network is hypothesized to represent our knowledge of
language, whether spoken or written, being acquired or already acquired. It
encompasses both procedural (“grammatical”) and contentful (“lexical”) ex-
pressions, and many in between. The network is an “inheritance hierarchy” in
which members of lower levels have properties of higher level ones. Defaults
apply when constructions are combined, e.g. in English, when used in yes-
no questions, finite clauses inherit subject-auxiliary inversion by default (see
Goldberg 2003). A network of this type has the basic structure in Figure 2.1.
Networks link “vertically” either top-down or bottom-up.

2.2 “Horizontal” Networks
Recently attention has been paid to “horizontal” network relationships among
schemas and subschemas that capture the fact the schemas and subschemas
within them may not be discrete (Traugott 2016a) and that “a particular con-
struction may be partly motivated in relation to its neighbours” (Van de Velde
2014: 147). Van de Velde’s concept of horizontal networks draws on Edelman
and Gally’s (2001) account of the phenomenon called “degeneracy” in biology:
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20 traugott

figure 2.2 Abstract horizontal network

“structurally different elements can fulfil the same function” (VandeVelde 2014:
141). A horizontal network accounts for the tendency for schemas to havemem-
bers fromdifferent sources, and for new constructions to “strengthen…already
available resources” (p. 173), especially when a system comes under pressure,
for example with the loss or reorganization of a category. “Horizontal rela-
tions between constructions … express semantic distinctions that are (partly)
expressed by other means as well” (p. 172). These horizontal network relation-
ships supplement “vertical” inheritance hierarchies and give a more nuanced
view of relationships among constructions than do vertical models alone.
In this paper I will use the characterization of horizontal networks devel-

oped in Traugott (2016a: 122) that part of a speaker’s knowledge of language
“recognizes continuities and proximities at all levels of a construction and
across networks”. Like Van de Velde, I require that the semantics of the con-
structions involved can be partly expressed by othermeans aswell. In addition,
I distinguish between substantial (“strong”) overlap and weaker overlap. Fig-
ure 2.2 models a situation in which two schemas have strong overlap (solid
horizontal lines) but a third has only weak overlap (broken horizontal line).

2.3 Multidimensional Networks
Likewise Fried and Östman’s (2005) network model is concerned with links
between functions of schemas in different domains. However, vertical schema
hierarchies play a background role in this model, and horizontal networks are
not envisioned. Fried and Östman’s model links schemas not only with each
other but also with cultural schemas. The authors focus on interaction in con-
versation and seek to combine construction grammar with Östman’s (1981 and
elsewhere) work on implicit anchoring, and Linell’s (1998) on conversational
analysis. Fried and Östman’s paper is one of the first attempts to analyze prag-
matic markers from a constructional perspective. One of their examples, the
Czech pragmatic marker jestli, which is restricted to use in interactional con-
versation, occurs in embedded yes-no questions and marks real or potential
conditions in conditional sentences (p. 1763). Jestli is shown to have seman-
tic and pragmatic network links to questions (real, quoted, and rhetorical),
requests (directive, negotiating), and assertions (doubt, estimate, etc.) (p. 1772).
These in turn are linked to cultural norms of politeness that require degrees of
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modeling language change with constructional networks 21

figure 2.3 A simplified semantic-pragmatic network for Czech jestli patterns

indirectness and to interlocutors’ degree of involvement. This kind of network
is a non-taxonomicmodelwith several dimensions of which only the semantic,
pragmatic, and socio-cultural ones are shown in Figure 2.3.
Such links across domains are regarded as essential contexts for change in

Bybee (2013, especially p. 54).

2.4 Networks as Contexts for Change
My question in this paper is how the three models discussed above might be
combined in historical work to account for shifts within and across schemas in
the domain of pragmatic markers, more specifically discourse markers.
It is well established by now that change occurs in context.

We cannot understand how one thing has turned into another without
locating the pivot context in which the change originated and under-
standing how the properties of that context invite the change.

Garrett 2012: 71

In work on grammaticalization, the prime “pivot” context under consideration
is syntagmatic. In work on constructional change, however, the pivot is both
syntagmatic and paradigmatic (Fried 2013). While change starts in the (lin-
ear) context of larger constructions, a new construction typically comes to be
alignedwith an existing constructional network. Fried’s example is the changes
that eventually led to the constructionalization of BE going to as an auxiliary.
These changes started out in the context of a biclausal motion with a pur-
pose construction. In particular syntagmatic contexts including cooccurence
of BE going to with V (not a locational prepositional phrase), the relative tem-
porality associated with purpose (the ‘be about to’ pragmatic context) came to
be salient and eventually the auxiliary was constructionalized (Traugott and
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Trousdale 2013: 217–224).2 Such changes in syntagmatic contexts are consid-
ered to be “critical contexts” for grammaticalization in Diewald (2002) and for
constructional change in Diewald and Smirnova (2012).3 They are referred to
as pre-constructionalization constructional changes in Traugott andTrousdale
(2013: 26). In terms of networks, there was chunking of BE going to that led to
the development of a new construction within the subschema of future aux-
iliaries. While BE going to was at first a marginal member of the Future.Cxn
schema because it was used only for relative future, it later came to be a reg-
ular member, inheriting deictic properties of future auxiliaries (Traugott and
Trousdale 2013: 117–118).
Three contexts in particular have been identified as important to construc-

tional change (Traugott andTrousdale 2013: 197, Zehentner 2016, Forthcoming):

i) The linear flow of speech and writing on the axis of combination and
syntagmatic relations, bothwithin larger constructions and between con-
structions. “Collostructional analysis”, the study of collocations or pat-
terns of combinations and the degree to which items are attracted to a
construction, was initially developed for synchronic work by Stefanow-
itsch and Gries (2003) and for diachronic work by Hilpert (2008).

ii) The alternatives available on the axis of similarity and choice (“paradig-
maticity”). The focus is onways inwhichpatterns that arise through collo-
cationmay be interpreted as belonging paradigmatically to (sub)schemas
within a hierarchic network (see Diewald and Smirnova 2010). An impor-
tant factor here is analogical thinking that may lead to analogization, the
mechanism by which particular expressions may be matched.

iii) The more general and systemic changes affecting nodes4 and links in the
networks at the time. These are changes with wide-sweeping effects such
as phonological changes and word order changes.

2 Petré (2015), however, argues that implicatures from discourse organization, e.g. subordina-
tion of BE V-ing (cf. as they were comynge homwarde ‘as they were coming toward home’) may
be more important than local temporal implicatures in the history of BE going to future. This
analysis is compelling, but, like the earlier one, it is syntagmatic.

3 A characteristic of critical contexts that Diewald (2002) discusses is the obsolescence of the
context after grammaticalization.While context obsolescence occurred in the particular case
of the Germanmodals she discusses, it is not typical of change in general; for example, all the
original context types that enabled the development of BE going to are available in PDE.

4 Hilpert (2018) suggests that putting greater emphasis on associative connections than on
nodes may be helpful in work on historical construction grammar.
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This paper is an exploration of the way in which networks can contribute
to a better understanding of the first two constructional contexts, especially
the second. Given its architecture, construction grammar provides a frame-
work that is particularly well suited to accounts of analogical change. This is
in distinct contrast to earlier work on grammaticalization which, for the most
part, avoided “analogy”. For example, Lehmann (2004: 9) refers to “pure gram-
maticalizationwithout analogy”. However, in recent years there has been a shift
toward recognizing the importance of analogy in grammaticalization (e.g. Fis-
cher 2007, De Smet 2007 on exemplar analogy, and Kiparsky 2012 on analogy
as optimization).
I suggest that pragmatic “invited inferences” (Traugott and Dasher 2002:

34–40) can be interpreted as providing direct links to more abstract schemas,
not only internal to their domain but also external to it. Invited inferences
were originally conceptualized as providing one account of the convention-
alizing of pragmatic meanings. They were assumed to be pragmatic implica-
tures arising in the syntagmatic flow of speech that, if sufficiently frequently
replicated, could enable the rise of a new polysemy. From a constructional
perspective, if sufficiently frequently replicated, they can be understood to
contribute to the reanalysis of the semantic, pragmatic or functional side of
a micro-construction (Traugott Forthcoming). By hypothesis, this occurs most
frequently when the implicature evokes analogical association with mean-
ing component(s) of a schema; sufficient strength of this association may
enable association with the form side as well, leading to a constructionaliza-
tion (see Traugott 2016a). Referring again to BE going to above, association of
the invited inferences/ implicatures from the purpose construction to future
can be hypothesized to have evoked analogical association with the relative
future, a subschema of the Future.Cxn. Over time the pragmatic implicatures
came to be conventionalized or “semanticized” (17th C). Association with the
relative future subschema enabled links with the more abstract schema itself,
allowing for reinterpretation of the relative future semantics as a deictic future,
probablydue inpart to analogywith the “exemplar clouds” (Bybee 2013: 54) pro-
vided by uses of will and shall (18th C). This second semantic reinterpretation
in turn enabled neoanalysis5 of the form component, hence constructionaliza-
tion with the syntactic and distributional form of an auxiliary. If this is correct,

5 I prefer the term “neoanalysis” (Andersen 2001: 231, ft. 3) to “reanalysis” because the latter is
problematic. A child or second language learner cannot “re-analyze” a construction that is
not part of his or her knowledge.
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then some changes, especially in the procedural domain, involve individual
token uses (constructs) that are replicated sufficiently frequently with concep-
tual links to external schemas to enable shifts in form.

3 Background to the Case Study

Formy case study I have chosen to recast and expand two earlier brief accounts
of the history of the discourse marker after all (Lewis 2000, Traugott 2004)
because, like most pragmatic markers, after all is multifunctional and requires
a rich view of changes in network relationships. Also, since little has been done
to date on the history of pragmatic markers from a constructional perspective,
the paper serves as a contribution to this branch of research (synchronic stud-
ies include Fried and Östman 2005, Fischer 2010, Fischer and Alm 2013).
Before presenting the case study I provide some background by outlining

the data and methodology used (3.1) and reminding readers of some cautions
for doing historical work (3.2).

3.1 Data andMethodology
The data are retrieved from CED (1.2 million words of Early Modern English
speech-related texts from 1560–1760), CLMETEV (approximately 15 million
words of largely literary British English texts from 1710–1920), COHA (385 mil-
lion words of American English from 1810–2009, grouped by decades), and
COCA (520 million words of American English from 1990–2015, as of March
2016).
There are 31,000 hits of after all in COHA, and 31,249 hits in COCA, in all

its uses, across all genres. This is a qualitative, not quantitative study, but to
maintain relative comparability across the corpora, I analyzed the first 66 hits
manually for each of the represented genres in the following decades: 1820,
1850, 1880, 1910, 1950, 2000.6 The first four of these periods are divided equally
between fiction, magazine and non-fiction so 198 examples were used for each
decade.7 For thedecades 1950 and 2000 the corpus also includes equal amounts
of data from newspapers, so I analyzed 66 examples from all four genres in
these periods (264 examples in each period). I also analyzed the first 66 hits for

6 The reason for selecting data three decades apart from 1820–1910 is that this was the period
of greatest change; from 1910 on there is minimal change, hence the decision to allow longer
time-lapse between decades in the 20th C data.

7 Some examples from newspapers appear in the 1880s, but they do not exemplify after all.
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the year 2015 in COCA for eachof fiction,magazines, newspapers, and academic
writing8 (also totaling 264 examples).
I coded for prepositional phrase (not a DM use), and for standard DM posi-

tions: clause-initial prior to subject, clause-medial post-subject, and clause-
final post-argument structure. (I use the term “clause” rather than “utterance”
because my data is written representation of spoken language.) The clause
unit was defined as a finite clause, whether main, or subordinate. Therefore,
some examples are ‘sentence’-medial, but clause-initial (1a) or clause-final
(1b):

(1) a. The argument of the more hopeful would be that, after all, modern
science is what people call a “great fact.” (1880 North American Review
[COHA])

b. Is it possible, after all, that a being of infinite goodness and wisdom
said …? (1881 North American Review [COHA])

The DM positions were also coded for the inferential adverb use ‘in the end’ (to
be discussed below) and for the two currently most widely recognized func-
tions of after all: justifying (‘I say this because’) and contrastive concessive
(‘despite what was/might be expected’).
My focus in this paper will be on clause-initial and clause-final uses.9 Some

attention is also paid to clause-medial (post-subject and pre-final) uses. For
purposes of this paper, by clause-initial is meant ‘pre-subject’—‘initial’ after
allmay be preceded by e.g. and, but, I mean, because, that (but not by focused
object arguments or adverbials). By clause-final is meant in position at the end
of the clause, after the argument structure. Here it may be followed by polite-
ness formulae (e.g. please) and vocatives (e.g., sir).

3.2 Cautions for Doing HistoricalWork
Since I am concerned in this paper with change, it may be useful, by way of
reminder, to point out that there are several well-known hurdles when study-
ing language change:

8 In the case of academic writing, there were only 49 examples from 2015, so I also used the
next 17 from 2014.

9 These are sometimes known as left periphery (LP) and right periphery (RP) respectively (e.g.
Beeching and Detges 2014). For detailed discussion of discourse positions in the Val.Es.Co.
model, see Pons (2014, this volume).
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i) Attested uses are a happenstance of what is left of the historical record.
ii) Data is a function of what kinds of texts we choose to study, for example,

of whether or not we include medical texts (e.g. Taavitsainen et al. 2005),
and trials (e.g. Huber et al. 2012).

iii) Because most historical records are written, they represent a particular
kind of knowledge of language, not only of written language but also of
sociocultural factors such as what was thought worthy of being written
down (which depended in part on the medium—velum, paper, internet,
etc.).

iv) As historical linguists,wedonot have speakers fromearlier periodswhose
intuitions can be checked to fill out the hypothesized gaps in the data.

v) Although significant advances have been made in coming to understand
sociocultural processes and how they interact with particular situations
and with uses of linguistic resources (see Culpeper and Nevala 2012 for a
summary), the data are often sporadic and hard to integrate consistently
with linguistic analysis.

Despite these hurdles,with extensive corpora, especially ones that include con-
versation that is recorded (trials) or represented (drama, fiction), much can be
done to give an account of changes in language use over time, including in spo-
ken interaction (Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg 2003, Culpeper and Kytö
2010). Provided it is rich, as is often the case at least formore recent eras, histor-
ical data is mostly not “bad data … riddled with the effects of hypercorrection,
dialectal mixture, and scribal error” as Labov (1994: 11) suggested.
These issues are well known. But they remind us that any detail achieved

in our accounts of change is limited by our data as well as our models. What I
focus on here is how thinking about linguistic aspects of networks, how they
grow and how they change, can enrich our view of the history of particular
constructions.

4 A Case Study: The Rise of Discourse Marker Use of After All

The term “discourse marker” (DM) has been used in a variety of ways, so I start
with a definition (section 4.1). Since a historical account requires a synchronic
analysis of the phenomenon that is the output of changes, I take a brief look
at the uses and functions of after all in contemporary American English in sec-
tion 4.2. I then go on to outline the history of after all in British English (4.3)
and American English (4.4). Section 4.5 summarizes the changes.
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4.1 Definition of DiscourseMarker
I adopt a restrictive definition of “discourse markers” and regard them as sub-
types of pragmaticmarkers (PMs) (see e.g. Fraser 2009). By a DM Imean ameta-
textual marker that signals some kind of relationship between clauses/utter-
ances. Early work on DMs highlighted their use at the beginning of a clause
and on links between two adjacent clausal segments (e.g. Schiffrin 1987, Fraser
2009). However, recent interest in the use of PMs, including DMs, clause-finally
(e.g. Traugott 2016b) and awareness that often the link is between longer
stretches of discourse (e.g. Haselow 2013) has necessitated a broader view of
the distributional potential of DMs, such as the one presented here.
DMs form a metatextual subschema of a pragmatic marker macro-schema

(PM.Cxn). Likemostmacro-schemas, the PM.Cxnhas very generalMandF com-
ponents. The M component specifies pragmatic, non-contentful meaning, and
scope over the clausal construction it accompanies; the F component specifies
that position typically precedes or follows the clausal construction it accompa-
nies, or the finite verb of a clausal construction. The DM.Cxn is more restrictive
with respect to M. The M of the DM.Cxn is metatextual, specifying a relation-
ship between clauses/utterances, but F is inherited from the macro-PM.Cxn.10
Schemas of the PM.Cxnmacro-schema includemetatextualmarkers, epistemic
markers (surely, I think, y’know, I guess), and interpersonal politeness markers
(well, please).
Metatextual markers are of two types:

a) Discourse structuring markers (DSMs), e.g. topic markers like as far as, by
the way, and attention-getters like look, Oh in some of their uses,

b) Discourse markers. Fraser (2009) proposes three subcategories of DM,
which I reinterpret as constructional subgroups of the DM.Cxn schema.

The three subgroups of the DM.Cxn schema are:

i) Contrastive discourse markers (CDM.Cxn). A CDM is used to signal a
direct or indirect contrast between Segment 1 and Segment 2, e.g. but,
however, instead, nevertheless, rather, still, though, yet

ii) Elaborative discoursemarkers (EDM.Cxn). An EDM is used to signal that
Segment 2 is an elaboration of Segment 1, e.g.and, aboveall, admittedly, all

10 Members lower in the inheritance hierarchy inherit features fromhighermembers, unless
specified otherwise (Goldberg 1995: 73).
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figure 2.4 Partial pragmatic marker network in English

the same, also, besides, in other words, moreover, similarly. Many of these
implicate speaker stance, especially admittedly, besides.

iii) Inferential discourse markers (IDM.Cxn). An IDM is used to signal that
Segment 1 serves as the basis for inferring or arguing Segment 2, e.g.
so, accordingly, consequently, for that reason, given that, now, then, there-
fore. Some IDMs are used to instantiate a speech act such as I say this
because/My reason for saying this is (see Sweetser’s 1990: 76–86 “speech
act” causality).

There are problems with any categorization, and I will argue below that there
is considerable overlap between the three subgroups, at least with respect to
use of after all, but from a constructional perspective these construction types
are a useful starting point, as is the partial vertical taxonomic hierarchy/net-
work of pragmatic marker schemas in Figure 2.4. The PM.Cxn macro-schema
is language-specific and assumed to represent the general category of PMs in
English, much as Verb represents the general category of verbs in English in
Croft (2001: 55–56).
Figure 2.4 draws from the categories in Fraser (2009 and elsewhere). Assume

that “.PMCxn” is attached to each label except the highest one, and that each
subschema is instantiated by several PMs. Themicro-constructions on the bot-
tom row of the DSM subschema and of the Epistemic and the Interpersonal
schemas are examples of larger sets that are not discussed here. These sets are,
however, part of the conceptual space of the PMs in Figure 2.4.
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4.2 After All in Present Day American English
There are twomain uses of after all in Present Day English. One is use in a tem-
poral prepositional phrase where all quantifies the N, as in:

(2) a. Yet, after all explanations are given, an element of mystery remains.
(2015 Journal of Ecumenical Studies [COCA])

b. ‘if he was still alive after all that time, why would he choose to disap-
pear into hiding?’ (2000 Meade, Sands of Sakkara [COHA])

The other, and in contemporary data farmore frequent, use is as a chunkedDM.
It may occur in clause-initial position (the majority in most genres), clause-
medial, or clause-final position. Fraser (2009: 10) classifies after all as an EDM
that strengthens “an existing assumption by providing better evidence for it”.
Most examples strongly implicate justification of a prior or upcoming state-
ment. Justification presupposes alternatives and therefore implies contrast.11 It
also presupposes conclusions reached by reasoning and functions as a speech
act causal signaling something like ‘my reason for saying X (as opposed to some
unspecified Y)’ and concedes that interlocutors might reach different conclu-
sions. Justifying uses are therefore best classified as instantiating the IDM.Cxn.
They are externally linked to the abstract schema of causality, especially the
subschema of reasoning. Given the nature of justification, they are strongly
preferred in monologic discourse. In the spoken component of COCA, a small
number of temporal uses occur turn initially, but only about 1 in every 100
examples occurs at a turn.
Most examples in clause-initial (3a, b) and clause-medial position (3c) can

be said to be primarily justifying, pointing to evidence:

(3) a. Europe … feared a tough response would mean a new cold war, for
which none on the continent had an appetite. After all, the West
had done very little after Russia invaded Georgia in 2008. (2015World
Affairs [COCA])

b. He explained that he’s not pro-pesticide—after all, his huge fruit and
vegetable garden here is pesticide-free. He is just anti-bad-winemak-
ing. (2015 New York Times [COCA])

c. Mack was left orphaned, although orphaned wasn’t a word anyone
used, and neither was it a word Mack thought of often. He was, after
all, eighteen. An adult. (2001 Hilderbrand, The Beach Club [COHA])

11 See Schwenter (1999) for discussion of the link between justification and contrast in use
of Spanish si.
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In (3a) after all not only elaborates on why Europe feared a tough response
but signals that the speaker/writer is justifying the particular position taken
regarding the link between what preceded and the upcoming segment. This
use has affinities with use of IDMs such as because in its speech act meaning ‘I
say this because’. Use of after all also injects the speaker/writer’s point of view.
The clause ‘theWest had done very little’ is introduced as the speaker’s way of
justifying the prior clause, and implicates that Europeans had the same rea-
son. In (3b) the clause introduced by after all justifies ‘not pro-pesticide’ after
mocking preference for organic wines among those whom ‘he’ characterizes as
not knowingwine. Likewise in (3c) the narrator uses ‘he was eighteen’ to justify
why the word ‘orphan’ was not used.
When a third person’s speech is quoted, speaker and third person’s stances

are presented as aligned, so the cognizer of after allmaybe ambiguous between
the speaker and the third person. In (3b) ‘he’ (an expert in wines) may have
said ‘I am not pro-pesticide. After all my huge fruit and vegetable garden here is
pesticide-free’ or something similar. But it is also possible that all ‘he’ said was ‘I
am not pro-pesticide’, and the rest was added by the speaker. Huge is probably
the speaker’s contribution. In (3c) it is less likely that Mack thought ‘I don’t use
the word ‘orphan’. After all I am eighteen’, but again the speaker’s and the third
person’s stances are presented as aligned.
Justifying after all can also be used with a meaning close to epistemic ‘as is

well known, of course’ (Ariel 1998: 243) in generic comments and comments on
individuals or events that are well-known or expected to be well-known, such
as (3a). To the extent that after all appears turn-initially in the spoken compo-
nent of COCA, it is typically used in this epistemic sense. Like of course, after
all may be used to imply the addressee agrees, or should agree. In (4) note to
be sure, there is nothing surprising in the prior context, not only conveying ‘as is
well known’ but implying ‘and is surely well known to you’. Manymedial exam-
ples are of this type, especially in the magazine genre.

(4) Now, to be sure, there is nothing surprising about the fact that a personal
anecdote might undergo extensive revision over time: after all, since the
1980s psychologists studyingmemory have largely agreed that… (2015 Art
Journal [COCA])

Justifyinguses are also found in clause-final position, usually after a copula con-
struction:

(5) Hermask and gloves are long gone. It’s her son, after all. Infection control,
be damned. (2015 Atlanta Journal Constitution [COCA])
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In (5) the writer links what wemight expect of a distraught, grievingmother
to the reason for her recklessness in an isolation ward, partially injecting him-
self into the scenewhile implying that she, andperhaps readers too,wouldhave
given the same reason, while at the same time conceding that the normwould
be for a mother to be extra cautious in an isolation ward.
However, the function of after all in final position is in many cases not jus-

tification with weakly concessive implicatures, but strongly concessive (con-
trastive and epistemic), meaning ‘despite what was/might be expected’. While
often following a negative like not (6a), or question (6b), it can evoke presup-
positions and counter them in other contexts as well, especially modal ones
(6c):

(6) a. she realizedwhere all this was heading, and that it wasn’t amovie after
all. It was real. (2002 Von Ziegesar, You Know You Love Me [COHA])

b. The real question is whether scientific, empirical studies have shown
that action is rare or non-existent, that conscious will is an illusion
after all. (2003 Harvard Journal of Law& Public Policy [COHA])

c. it makesme think that perhaps this reading thingmight catch on after
all. (2015Washington Post [COCA])

It is this counter-expectation use that is typically cited in dictionaries as the
prime meaning of after all (e.g. Merriam-Webster on-line). ‘[I]n spite of any
indications or expectations to the contrary; when all is said and done, never-
theless’ is the only definition given in the OED (after 7.c), although some of
OED’s examples are better analyzed as justificational. An interesting case of the
potential multiple readings of after all in final position is the title One Nation,
After All by AlanWolfe (1998), where the readings ‘despite expectations/claims
that the nation is fractured’, ‘one nation, of course’, and ‘one nation, I will
argue/justify’ are all evoked and relevant. As in many other cases, encyclope-
dic, experiential knowledge is also evoked, in this case, One nation under God
in the US Pledge of Allegiance.
In general, readings of after all are strongly influenced by context, especially

the argumentative orientation of the discourse (Waltereit and Detges 2007).
Local contexts, such as subordinators because and why are semantically highly
coherent with justification, and unsurprisingly strengthen the justificational
reading, as in (7):

(7) But he … just sat there through the whole speech, even agreed to “give it
your full consideration,” because after all, shewas his wife’smother. (2015
Fantasy and Science Fiction [COCA])
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figure 2.5 Inheritance and horizontal networks for after all in present day US English

Other subordinators such as that following expressions of cognition, how-
ever, may block a justificational reading in clause-initial position, as illustrated
in (8):

(8) But then he became aware of Abigail’s legs, exposed beneath a short,
pleated skirt, and had the thought that, after all, her apparent youthful-
ness simply reflected the fashion of the age, women affecting the dress of
girls. (2000 Southern Review [COHA])

In (8), had the thought that suggests ‘despite the fact that he thought she
appeared young’ for after all, a reading strengthened by apparent in the follow-
ing clause. Justification implicates possible objections and counterarguments
and therefore is pragmatically linked to the concessive use. This and the high
context-dependency of the concessive and justifying uses of after all suggest
that its network relations are not discrete in the way that an inheritance tax-
onomy suggests, but that there is a strong overlap between the two main uses
and a weaker one between justifying and elaborative uses such as horizontal
networks aim to capture.
An inheritance network supplemented by a horizontal network is repre-

sented in Figure 2.5. As with Figure 2.4, assume “.PMCxn” is appended to each
node label except the highest, and that each sub-schema has several mem-
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table 2.1a Distribution of DM after all in the sample
from COCA 2015

Initial Medial Final

Fiction 21 (1c) 11 22 (10c)
Magazines 38 10 8 (4c)
Newspapers 29 10 12 (9c)
Academic 31 11 7 (4c)
Total 119 (1c) 42 49 (27c)

table 2.1b Distribution of DM after all in the sample
from COHA 2000–2009

Initial Medial Final

Fiction 21 (1c) 9 (1c) 23 (16c)
Magazines 31 13 17 (10c)
Newspapers 37 19 (2c) 6 (5c)
Non-fiction 32 10 12 (8c)
Total 121 (1c) 51 (3c) 58 (39c)

bers. In Figure 2.5, Topic is short for the set of PMs that mark topic, including
resumptive topic, and Attn for attention-getting, Add for additive, and Elab for
elaborative PMs.
Figure 2.5 shows where after all in its two main contemporary DM uses fits

in the organization of DMs and ultimately PMs. It generalizes over distribution
with respect to initial, medial and final position.
Tables 2.1a and 2.1b show the distribution of DM uses in the data set from

COCA 2015 and COHA 2000–2009 (66 examples of each genre within each cor-
pus, totaling 528 examples, see section 3.1). The total number of examples in
the relevant genre is given, with the number of those examples that are con-
cessive (c) in parenthesis, e.g. in Table 2.1a, in fiction there are 21 examples of
initial use of after all, of which 1 is concessive; there are 11 examples of medial
use, of which none is concessive, and 22 of use in final position, of which 10 are
concessive.
Note that in total there are only 5 concessive uses in non-final position as

against 66 in final position. In final position over half the total number of exam-
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figure 2.6 Skeletal partial external network for after all in
Present Day American English

ples in COCA are concessive (27 out of 49), and in COHA over two-thirds are (39
out of 58).
To summarize this section, after all has several uses in Present Day Amer-

ican English, of which justifying use is the most frequent and is preferred in
initial and medial position, and concessive, contrastive use in final position.
Additionally, there is evidence of an epistemic ‘of course’ use. This means that
there are external multi-dimensional links to Cause (justifying) and Modality
(concessive and epistemic). Figure 2.6 is a skeletal partialmodel of the network
relationships between after all and external domains. External relationships
are represented by curved lines. Themodel could be expanded to include links
with sociocultural, genre and other external domains when their contextual
effects are known.
These dimensions are limited to those that the textual record (and intuition)

shows are part of the relevant conceptual space of after all. For example, deon-
tic modality and locative are not part of the space.
I turn now to the history of after all.

4.3 The Development of After All in British English
After all originated in clause-initial temporal PPs ‘after every X’ as in (9).

(9) a. But, after all this fooling, I would not have it so. (1604 Shakespeare,
Measure for Measure I. ii. 71)

b. But after all the doe and stir you make about the Church, I believe I
may say to you as the little Boy said to his Mother, ‘Mother, what need
you talk so much of the Church? you don’t go so often to it’. (1697 Rid-
path, Dialogue between Jack andWill [CED: D4HORIDP])

This sequential use is still found, but in smaller numbers than clause-initial DM
after all: a total of 86 initial prepositional phrases in the two contemporary data
sets as compared with 240 DM uses.
PPs denoting temporal sequence with pronoun all were generalized in the

16th C to sequences of speech events, and can be paraphrased as ‘then, at the
conclusion of the speech events’, as in (10):
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figure 2.7 Constructional network for after all in Early Modern English:

(10) and after all they whent to his plasse for dener
‘and after everything [eulogies at a funeral] they went to his place for din-
ner’ (c. 1560 Machyn, Diary [Traugott 2004: 556])

This particular usage is not attested in my contemporary data.
These early uses of after all are members of the temporal schema, and can

be characterized as in Figure 2.7.
By the end of the 17th C in some contexts after all appears to be used not as

‘at the end’ but as ‘in the end’ (Lewis 2000: 128–129). While ‘in the end’ is also
a temporal adverbial, it is used in contexts where the final event is understood
to take an unexpected turn, as in (11a), where at last delimits a set of abusive
speech acts and after all signals an unexpected turn toward reasonable, prais-
ing discourse:

(11) a. at last he falls foul by his Cit upon Le Strange,12 whom he calls Dog in a
doublet orworse, but after allhe ends in a panagyrick of hiswisedome.
(1680 E. P., Dialogue between Crackbrain and Tom [CED: D4HOEP])

b. Whereas by joining cordially in this matter, they may unite us insep-
arably to themselves for ever, inrich their own nation, … and prevent
the returns of its danger … Therefore we cannot believe after all, but
[‘other than that’] our wise and politick Neighbours will at last see it
in their Interest to protect and encourage us in this matter. (1699 Lam-
peter, pola1699.sgm [Lewis 2000: 127])

12 Reference is being made to a satire Cit and Bumpkin, and to an author named Le Strange.
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There are causal pragmatic implicatures in the readings of the examples in
(11), linking them to IDMs such as then, now which signal metatextual reason-
ing. However, neither example illustrates a fully metatextual DM use since the
temporal ‘later than’ and quantifier ‘everything’ readings are still available. In
the context of contrastive but as in (11a), and yet, norms regarding coherent dis-
course are invoked and a reading ‘despite everything/all’ seems appropriate in
addition to ‘in the end’ linking them to concessive modality. This is especially
true following a verb of cognition, even if a connective does not precede, as in
(11b). Uses such as are represented in (11) appear to have been among critical
contexts for the rise of the discourse marker use (see also Lewis 2000: 12613),
linking the ‘in the end’ reading of after allwith concessive modality.
In the 18th C we begin to find examples of after all without contexts such

as the contrastive DM but in (11a) or the explicit cognitive verb believe in (11b).
In examples like those in (12) after is not temporal, and all does not refer to
‘everything’. Instead, after all signals concessive stance, e.g. ‘despite what I/oth-
ers have said/thought’. This is a DM use with contrastive meaning. Temporal
finality has been backgrounded while the implicature of unexpected conclu-
sion has been foregrounded.

(12) a. Why, if she should be innocent, if she should be wronged after all? I
don’t know what to think. (1700 Congreve, Way of the World V [Trau-
gott 2004: 558])

b. Lettice (soliloquy after a dream that her mother was alive).
But let me think a little. If my Mother shou’d be Alive, after
all. Aymarry, that wou’d frightmeworse than seeing twenty
Ghosts, for she’ll forceme tomarry Ned Ploughshare. (1730–
1731 Lillo, Sylvia [CLMET 3_0_14])

c. Truelove. Who is that person you have taken into custody?
Tinker. Why sir! he is my runaway prentice—…
Truelove. Ha! ha! ha! So he turns out to be a tinker’s apprentice after

all?—with his country seats, gigs and tandems. (1819 Taylor,
False Appearances [COHA])

In (12c) after all invites a concessive reading (‘despite appearances’) but it also
implicates the correctness of the speaker’s earlier suspicions, confirming and
justifying them.

13 Lewis uses the terms “counter-expectational” and “justificative” for what I refer to as con-
cessive and justificational uses.
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After all in (12) functions as a pragmatic marker in that it is non-referential.
It is a DM in that it is used to signal that a metatextual tactical/strategic move
involving speaker’s attitude (concessive) is being made. It is procedural/gram-
matical in that it cues interpretations of the discourse unit it accompanies.
It has been subjectified in that the meaning cues the speaker’s metatextual
stance toward the relationship between two segments (Traugott 2010; also
Lewis 2000). In (12) then we have a new [F - M] pairing. F is new in that the
phrase appears to be used as a unit. M is new in that after ≠ ‘at a subsequent
time’, all ≠ ‘everything,’ i.e. after all is no longer compositional, and the mean-
ing is concessive. As this use is replicated in the data in the first half of the 18th
C, we can conclude that a constructionalization has occurred in the sense of
the creation of a formnew-meaningnew sign (Traugott and Trousdale 2013: 22).
After all meaning ‘in the end’ is also found occasionally in the early 18th C

in initial position. At first it is used there following connectives like but, for,
and andwith implicatures dependent on those expressions.With but it is con-
trastive (13), but typically has less concessive force than in final position:

(13) He knew not what course to take …Yet he …was ready to believe the sur-
mised correspondence between the clergymanandher…But, after all, he
resolved, aswell to quiet his own as hermother’s uneasiness, to undertake
a journey to the squire’s. (1740 Richardson, Pamela [CL I])

With for and and it implicates justificational ‘my reason for saying this is’ as in
(14):

(14) a. You need not bemuch concerned at it; for after all, this way of explain-
ing things, as you called it, could never have satisfied any reasonable
man. (1713 Berkeley, Dialogue 2 [Traugott 2004: 559; Lewis 2000: 128])

b. I know it is her love for me, though thus oddly expressed, that makes
her so uneasy: and, after all, she comes, I’m sure, to be reconciled to
me. (1740 Richardson, Pamela [CL I])

In the 17th C justifying uses are contextually modulated. In CL some uses with-
out any preceding DM appear in the mid 1800s, e.g.:

(15) A long life, passed without blame, and in the faithful discharge of ardu-
ous duties, ought to have secured him from this misconstruction at its
close. After all, the pieces objected to are such as are more offensive to
good manners than dangerous to morality. (1846 Carey, Lives of the Poets
[CL II])
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The anonymous reviewer was skeptical that after all initially occurred as a
DM in final position as in (12), arguing that normally DMs originate in initial
position. However, Brinton (2008) suggests that e.g. I mean originated in sub-
ordinate clauses in final position. Llopis (This volume) shows that Spanish eso
si originated in final position. Since contrastive, concessivemeaning is stronger
than justificational meaning, and this is the position in which after all is asso-
ciated with concessive meaning, one could argue that it is more plausible that
after all originated in final position and was weakened.
With the availability of EEBO in late 2017, I checked whether further evi-

dence could be found for the development of clause-final after all. In this large
corpus (755 words of texts from the 1470s to the 1690s), after all is attested very
frequently from the 1650s on (3384hits in the 1690s, almost all of them inprepo-
sitional phrases such as after all this). The texts are primarily about philosophy,
theology and history. Some scattered examples of clause-final after all appear
from the 1650s on, e.g.

(16) a. and by these arts wholy promised himselfe the victory; and confided
more in his magicall arts, then in the good will of his subjects: but
the Emperour constantine, by faith, and prayer, and the power of god,
utterly vanquisht him, and hewasmiserably drown’d in tyber, after all.
(1652 Gaule, Pus-mantia [EEBO-BYU])

b. but whilst they were in dispute about the conditions with those whom
the pope had preposed for this affair, they wholly abstained from cel-
ebrating, and thus in effect, submitted to the interdict after all. (1683
Mélzeray, General chronological history of France, trans. From French
by Bulteel [EEBO-BYU])

In both examples after all could mean ‘in the end’, but given the context of
thwarted expectations, a concessive reading seems preferred. So EEBO-BYU
shows that use in final position at least with pragmatically inferred concessive
meaning was emerging in the late 17th C.
It also shows that by the end of the century justificational readings were

available in initial position without a prior but or for to cue reasoning, as in:

(17) i am sure that there is no man, who is but moderately Accquainted with
the world, especially this town, but may find half a dozen, or more origi-
nals for every picture: after all, if any man have so little wit, as to appro-
priate any of these characters to himself, he takes a liberty i have hitherto
never given him. (1696 Astell, Essay in defense of the female sex [EEBO-
BYU])
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This finding is different from the one based in CL described above, since
in that corpus “bare” justificational uses do not appear until the mid 19th C.
There is no evidence in EEBO-BYU, however, that justificational uses in initial
position preceded concessive ones in final position. It is possible that since sev-
eral of the relevant examples of after all occur in translations from French (e.g.
(16b)), there is some influence from that language and from didactic text tra-
ditions (see also Garachana, this volume, on the influence of borrowing from
Medieval Latin onOld Spanish uses of “counter-argumentative particles”). Fur-
ther researchusing EEBO-BYUandother corpora fromthe late 17thCareneeded
to answer this question.
In any event, by the mid 19th C the network relations for after all as it was

used in British English were essentially the same as in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 for
Present Day American English, except that a link with the macro-temporal
schema still survived in the ‘in the end’ readings. This link is now all but lost.

4.4 After All in American English
I turn now to the data from COHA to compare use of after all in American
English. In the data from the first decade of the COHA corpus (1810–1819) there
are 23 examples of after all that can be interpreted as ‘in the end’. Some can
be read with possible justificational or concessive implicatures (the latter in
clause-final position), but none is clearly used as a DM.
The richer data of the 1820 decade reveals that clause-final use of after all

implicating concessive is robust in fiction. Of the 19 clause-final examples in
fiction, 4 can be read only with a temporal ‘in the end’ meaning, 15 as meaning
either ‘in the end’ or ‘despite expectations’. For example, in (18) the discussion
about innumerable accidents licenses an ‘in the end’ reading, but a ‘despite our
plans to marry’ reading is more plausible given the preceding list of ways in
which expectations could be thwarted:

(18) We were speaking of the innumerable accidents, such as death or sick-
ness, … that so often tear asunder hearts that have almost grown together.
It is possible,’ said I, in conclusion, dear Elvira, thatwemaynot bemarried
after all. (1822 Neal, Logan [COHA])

(19a) is an early example of after all that can be understood as meaning ‘as is
well known, of course’, as well as ‘despite what you may think’. The ‘of course’
meaning is drawn from invocation of an authority, in this case the speaker’s
mother. Some ‘as is well known’ readings can be found in medial position, for
example (19b), but like most medial examples at the time, it can also be under-
stood as ‘in the end’.
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(19) a. “it’s only when we don’t pay the priest well enough to say mass for our
souls, heaven bless them! that the devil thrashes them: but it’s for their
good after all, as my mother used to say.” (1823 McHenry, Wilderness
[COHA])

b. She [Madam de Stael] is not satisfied with a merely natural and per-
spicuous expression of thought, which is, after all, the perfection of
art, but aims assiduously and constantly at effect and brilliancy. (1822
North American Review [COHA])

Of the 25 clause-initial after all in the 1820s data, all allow ‘in the end’ para-
phrases. 17 are precededbyand, but, for, so, yet, whichpragmatically enrichafter
all. As in the 17th C British data, but invites a contrastive/concessive reading,
and for invites a justificational interpretation. It appears that after all is still
underspecified for meaning and highly context dependent.
However, by the mid 19th C meanings appear to have crystallized. In (20) an

‘in the end’ reading does not appear plausible, and a causal one is preferred (‘I
talked pretty severely to him because …’):

(20) I talked pretty severely to him, and he got frightened. After all, the best
way is to use very pointed language to these fellows. (1850 Optic, Poor and
Proud [COHA])

In the data for the decade starting 1850 the ratio of initial examples preceded
by another DM such as and, but, so, why, yet has declined (9 of 26 examples in
fiction, 6 of 17 in magazines, and 9 of 20 in non-fiction). By 1880 the number of
initial examples preceded by another DM has reached close to contemporary
lows in fiction and non-fiction but remains relatively high in magazines (3 of
15 initial examples in fiction, 3 of 22 in non-fiction, but 14 of 19 in magazines).
Numbers in 1910 are similar. They suggest that retention of use of after all after
another DM is related to the magazine genre. More data are needed to test this
proposal.
My hypothesis is that in American English as represented in the early de-

cades of COHA, the dominant uses of after all were inferential ‘in the end’ and
‘as is known’ and also the concessive use of after all. Over time there was a
division of labor. After all in clause-final position became a core member of
the CDM subschema of DMs. After all meaning ‘in the end’ and ‘as is known’
continued to be available in all positions, initial, medial, and final, but came
to be dispreferred in final position. By the end of the 19th C after all came to
be entrenched as an IDM (of justification), independent of prior DMs. It was
usedwith strongpreference for clause-initial position. Just asafter all in its con-
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cessive sense became an option among other contrastives used in clause-final
position (e.g. all the same, instead), so justifying use became an option among a
set of markers thatwere developing similar ranges of meaning. Suchmultifunc-
tionality is typical of PMs. For example, of course has uses involving concession,
givenness (‘as is known’), and topic shift, amongothers (Lewis 2000:Chapter 9),
and you see ‘you understand’ can be used as amarker of givenness (Fitzmaurice
2004, Brinton 2008).
In both British and American English, the 19th C was the period in which

contemporary uses of after all became entrenched. In general, the data suggest
that the trajectory was the same, but change was slower in American English,
and the ‘in the end’ reading was favored for a longer time.

4.5 Summary of the Development of After All
A time-line for the development of after all is approximately as follows:

Stage I. During Early Modern English temporal after all was used in several
critical contexts, most importantly increasing use:
– of pronominal after all referring to the end of a temporal succes-
sion of speech events (‘at the end’),

– in contexts implicating causal reasoning (‘in the end’),
– with a prior DM signaling contrast (but), reason ( for, so) or elab-
oration (and).

The latter two pre-constructionalization changes involve the associ-
ation with after all of pragmatic implicatures and distributions that
are close to IDM use, but do not yet have full metatextual DM func-
tion. They suggest some analogical thinking matching ‘in the end’
readings to the external domains Cause and Modality.

Stage II. By 1700 after all was being used clause-finally as a DM with conces-
sive meaning (‘despite all the things that had been thought or said’)
as amember of the CDM subschema. An external link to the Conces-
sive.Cxn within the macro-Modality.Cxn had become entrenched.
This was a first constructionalization.

Stage III. By the mid-19th C after all was being used primarily in initial posi-
tion with justificational meaning (‘my reason for saying X is’) as a
member of the IDM subschema. An external link with the reason-
ing schema of the macro-Cause.Cxn had become entrenched. This
was a second constructionalization.

The ‘in the end’ use, which is now almost obsolete but persisted from about
1700 to 1950, was a crucial step in the development from the temporal phrase
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(Lewis 2000). It serves as a link between the several meanings of after all. On
the one hand it has links to temporal sequence. On the other it introduces an
element of conclusion from reasoning that has direct connections with both
concessive and justifying uses: as a scalar expression with a quantifier, after all
meaning ‘in the end’ implicates alternatives, whether concessive (despite X, Y),
or justifying (my reason for saying X as opposed to Y).
The anonymous reviewer suggested that ‘in the end’ is concessive from the

start, and that therefore all the changes can be analyzed as having occurred
within the concessive schema. However, this would in my view attribute too
strong a concessive meaning to the ‘in the end’ reading, which a) concerns
succession of steps in reasoning and is therefore primarily temporal (in an
extended sense), and b) is compositional (all is a quantifier), unlike the con-
cessive and justificational readings. To the extent that concessive implicatures
are associated with this reading, they appear to derive from discursive argu-
mentation rather than from the expression itself.
The development of after all can be seen as part of two systemic changes

identified in Lenker (2010). One is that discursive contexts for the develop-
ment of an association between temporal expressions andDMs begin to appear
in Middle English.14 Lenker (2010: 108–114) gives examples of “adverbial con-
nectors” with source domains TIME, SPACE, and TRUTH. She argues that from
Middle English on, TIME is a robust source especially for contrast and conces-
sion (e.g. nevertheless, however, at the same time). After all is one of this set.
The second systemic change is the development in the 17th C and 18th C of a
pattern that has only recently received much attention: use of adverbs clause-
finally with contrastive and concessive, conditional, or other modal functions.
Examples that have been cited are all the same, however, then, though (Lenker
2010, Haselow 2012, 2013), and refutational too (Schwenter andWaltereit 2010).
Recently, but has been used with similar functions in Australian English (Mul-
der and Thompson 2008).
Haselow (2013) discusses use in utterance-final position of actually, anyway,

but, even, so, then, though in contemporary British English as exemplified in
ICE-GB. They mark the unit they accompany as “reactive to a preceding one”
(p. 378). This set has a variety of sources including IDMs (e.g. so, then) and CDMs
(e.g. though, but) that over time came to be used in clause-final position to sig-
nal that the speaker perceives some dissonance between the discourse units.
The histories of each of these uses needs to be better understood, but it appears

14 Prior to Middle English, demonstratives were the main source of adverbial connectors.
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that concessive after all in clause-final position is the first of them to appear. If
so, it may have been the model for the later development of other members of
the set.

5 Elaborating the Network Approach

The preceding sketch of the history of after all has emphasized not only the
multifunctionality of after all, but also how thismultifunctionality results from
speakers using it to instantiate extant subtypes of DM. In this it differs from a
grammaticalization account such as Lewis (2000). A grammaticalization per-
spective asks how a referential expression such as after all became a non-
referential DM, usually without consideration of the schemaswhich it instanti-
ates. Working with the monostratal view of change typical of grammaticaliza-
tion studies, Lewis (2000: 129) suggests that the distinction between concessive
and justifying uses arose as a “functional split”. This metaphor about change
assumes a “semasiological” perspective that focuses on an individual expres-
sion and its syntactic contexts and addresses how thatmeaning changes. It also
reifies the item in question as an entity with a life of its own, rather than as the
speaker’s output.
In the present analysis, constructionalizations are conceptualized as the

outcome of speakers partiallymatching the expressions to extant abstract con-
structional schemas and subschemas. This is enabled by interlocutors drawing
on several elements of discourse production and understanding, most espe-
cially i) the pragmatic implicatures that arise fromengagement in coherent dis-
course, and ii) the unconscious knowledge of both general conceptual domains
and of the nodes in the extant networks of DMs, allowing for analogical match-
ing. There is an affinity here with work by Heine and his colleagues on sources
for grammatical categories (e.g. Heine et al. 1991, Heine 1997, Heine and Kuteva
2002), but their interests liemore inmeaning andmetaphor and less inpossible
network connections and the micro-steps leading to changes in both meaning
and form (in the case of after all, distributional preferences associatedwith par-
ticularmeanings). There is also an affinitywith onomasiology, the study of how
the inventory of expressions instantiating concepts grows and declines. To date
this has been conducted mainly in connection with lexical contentful change
(see Geeraerts 1997 and elsewhere), or with paradigmatic developments in
modality (Diewald and Smirnova 2010) (for extension of these domains, see
Hansen this volume).
As indicated earlier, the resulting overlap of IDM and CDM uses within the

domain of PMs suggests a network relationship where members of different
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figure 2.8 Partial elaborated network for after all in English since the mid 19th C

DM subschemas not only inherit from the PM schema, but have partially over-
lapping functions and share properties, especially abstract reasoning about
alternatives. These functions are broadly differentiated in terms of justifica-
tion and concession on the meaning side and in terms of clause-non-final and
clause-final position on the form side. But they are not mutually exclusive.
A weaker link has also been shown between justifying (IDM) and elaborative
(EDM) uses. Again, these are notmutually exclusive. The network relationships
are arguablyhorizontal. In addition,moredistant linksneed tobe recognized to
causality (especially modes of reasoning, including justification) andmodality
(especially concessive). This suggests a complex networkmodel that combines
“vertical” inheritance hierarchies that have “horizontal” links within schemas
and “external” links to other domains such as are represented in Fried and Öst-
mann’s (2005) paper (see Figure 2.3 in section 2.2).
Figure 2.8 is an elaborated, but still very partial, model showing all three

types of network relationship:

6 Conclusion

In this paper I have highlighted the importance of thinking about individ-
ual, construction-specific changes in the context of the larger constructional
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networks of which they are or come to be members. I have also highlighted
the role of speakers in using new individual expressions to instantiate extant
(sub)schemas, thereby expanding the functional range of the itemand expand-
ing the inventory of the (sub)schema. I have suggested that “the network of
constructions [that] captures out grammatical knowledge in toto” (Goldberg
2006: 18) deserves to be thought of as having a number of different dimen-
sions. In doing so I have combined aspects of Goldberg’s (1995, 2006) vertical
inheritance networks with Van de Velde’s (2014) horizontal networks and with
Fried and Östman’s (2005) external networks. Complex as these relationships
may appear to be, they best reflect speakers’ multidimensional knowledge, the
constructional domains in which particular changes can occur, and the small
transitions by which these changes take place.

Abbreviations

CDM contrastive discourse marker
Cxn construction
DM discourse marker
EDM elaborative discourse marker
IDM inferential discourse marker
OBJ object
PM pragmatic marker
SUBJ subject
V verb

Data Sources

CED A corpus of English Dialogues 1560–1760. 2006. Compiled by Merja Kytö
and Jonathan Culpeper, in collaboration with Terry Walker and Dawn
Archer, Uppsala University. http://www.engelska.uu.se/corpus.html

CL CLMETEV. The Corpus of Late Modern English Texts Extended Version.
2006. Compiled by Hendrik de Smet. Department of Linguistics, Uni-
versity of Leuven. https://perswww.kuleuven.be/~u0044428/clmet.htm

COCA Corpus of Contemporary American English. 1990–2015. Compiled by
Mark Davies. Brigham Young University. http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/.

COHA Corpus of Historical American English. 1810–2009. Compiled by Mark
Davies. Brigham Young University. http://corpus.byu.edu/coha/

EEBO-BYU Early English Books Online, 1470s to 1690s. Corpus created as part of
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the SAMUELS PROJECT (2014–2016). Made available by Mark Davies.
Brigham Young University. https://corpus.byu.edu/eebo/

ICE-GB International Corpus of English-Great Britain. International http://ice
‑corpora.net/ice/index.htm

Lampeter The Lampeter Corpus of Early Modern English Tracts. Edited by Josef
J. Schmied, Claudia Claridge, Rainer Siemund, 1998. Chemnitz Univer-
sity of Technology. University of Oxford Text Archive. http://ota.ox.ac
.uk/desc/3193.
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